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Only advance, online registration available and Print@Home badges accepted on-site.
Strictly no badges issued on-site at the event.
As the largest Blockchain, Crypto and Web3.0 event in the MENA region, Future Blockchain Summit is growing at an unparalleled speed, despite the volatility in the cryptocurrency market. As one of the fastest-growing crypto markets in the world, the UAE has realized a 500% growth in crypto transactions in 2021 with a valuation of $25 billion. Dubai’s newly founded Virtual Assets Regulatory Authority (VARA) represents a significant commitment by Dubai Government towards promoting the expansive global virtual assets industry in the Emirate of Dubai.

As crypto regulators in the UAE map out a comprehensive framework for ensuring transparency and compliance to promote long-term growth in the sector, this year’s Future Blockchain Summit is home to the largest gathering of thought leaders, top blockchain architects, game-changing startups and powerful investors who are set to converge for 4 days of networking, investing and education centered around the most disruptive technologies since the internet – blockchain, cryptocurrency, NFTs, web3.0 and the metaverse.
Future Blockchain Summit is set to gather the world’s most exciting and innovative blockchain companies presenting Web3.0, Utilities, Crypto, NFT and Metaverse solutions in the global Web3.0 capital Dubai.

150+ MAJOR BLOCKCHAIN & CRYPTO INNOVATORS ON THE SHOWFLOOR

MEET SOME OF THE WORLD’S MOST INNOVATIVE BLOCKCHAIN COMPANIES

Elliptic leverages the power of blockchain analytics across more than 500 crypto assets and 100 billion+ data points to create a safe and secure crypto economy through their advanced crypto compliance solutions and services that are used by crypto businesses, financial institutions, and regulators to detect and prevent financial crime in crypto assets.

Leading VC Firm breaking ground and investing in projects in the UAE in the crypto, blockchain and digital asset community. Apart from investing in projects, Cypher Capital is building an impressive 10,000 sq. ft. crypto hub in the heart of Dubai.

1 out of 4 crypto holders worldwide trust using Kucoin as a secure cryptocurrency exchange that makes it easier to buy, sell, and store cryptocurrencies like btc, eth, kcs, shib, doge, gari etc.
Chainalysis transforms the blockchain ecosystem and opens the world to greater insights by creating transparency for a global economy built on blockchains, enabling banks, businesses, and governments to have a common understanding of how people use cryptocurrency.

Sensorium is the future of social platforms, a virtual wonderland offering an alternate route to the Metaverse bringing people closer together through immersive high-end events and entertainment. Sensorium Galaxy’s powerful platform consists of multiple incredible worlds and each world in the galaxy acts as a unique content hub for specific types of activities.

Consensys unlocks the limitless potential of blockchain technologies through its world-leading non-custodial Crypto Wallet MetaMask, Infura, and a leading suite of blockchain products, Consensys makes it easy to build applications on Ethereum and participate in DeFi, NFTs, DAOs, and the metaverse.
STARTUPS ARE REDEFINING THE BLOCKCHAIN SPACE

From video streaming and Metaverse gaming, to crypto, NFTs, and analytics, Future Blockchain Summit is home to some of the most disruptive blockchain startups in the world.

The Game Storm Studios

The Game Storm Studios is an internationally leading game development studio with a dexterous team of developers, creative designers, and street-smart marketers focused on creating brilliant mobile-friendly games.

Marsian

Founded with the goal to develop Mars-related gaming as well as the long-term vision to develop the Mars Metaverse Virtual Reality with its functional economy supported by the Marscoin cryptocurrency.

SUN ZU Lab

Leading independent provider of digital asset market quantitative analytics tools and services. SUN ZU Lab provides crypto professionals with unprecedented liquidity analytics in the form of quant reports, dashboards fed in real time or bespoke studies.
Providers of cutting-edge blockchain-based solutions and consultations in the web3 space. BrainX is specialised in the development of Smart Contracts, Decentralize Apps, Decentralize Finance, Crypto Wallets and Exchange, DAOs and NFT marketplace.

Gummys is a Web3.0-powered video and streaming platform with a fully operable product allowing users to generate income by creating, minting and trading tokenised media content as NFTs, watching videos and more engaging actions.

Pre-seed stage startup creating a platform for unforgettable esports tournaments. WISP Games offers a deep connection of Web3.0 within their platform and develops DeFi systems in the platform as well as utility-based NFTs.
With an array of international tech companies and trailblazing speakers confirmed, Future Blockchain Summit is set to unite all corners of the Blockchain, Crypto & Web3.0 Ecosystem.

90% of Future Blockchain Summit’s digital asset companies from all over the world exhibit for the first time in Dubai.

Your only chance to scale your connections with the world’s most innovative Blockchain, Crypto & Web3.0 companies.
WHAT’S NEW

X-VERSE
LARGEST CURATED WEB3.0 IMMERSIVE JOURNEY

Accelerating Dubai’s vision to attract 5000 metaverse companies over 5 years to be located in Dubai. A curated program of unique, never-before-seen case studies involving the ecosystem of Web3.0 innovators.

DEVELOPER WORKSHOPS

CERTIFIED METAVERSE EXPERT

13-14 OCTOBER 2022
SHEIKH RASHID HALL

This certification is perfect for anyone in blockchain, metaverse, IT, tech, or business aiming to gain a deeper understanding of the Metaverse and get a glimpse of the emerging future of the web and the way we will interact with it.

REGISTER TO MASTER THE METAVERSE

CERTIFIED NFT DEVELOPER

10-12 OCTOBER 2022
GLOBAL DEVSLAM

This certification will make sure that in addition to gathering extensive skills, beginner and intermediate developers, coders, and software engineers will gain insights in the NFT domain, and therefore use the acquired knowledge to build NFT-based platforms for enterprises and businesses.

SIGN UP TO NFT LIKE THE PROS

VARA ROUND-TABLE SERIES

10 October | The Exchange, Zabeel Hall 4

The VARA Round-table Series will run across all four days of the event in the form of a conference gathering key stakeholders with the objective to outline the priorities for regulators and ensure acceptance and adoption of Crypto Currencies as a legitimate asset class among institutional and retail investors.

In Partnership with
Future Blockchain Summit is one of the highlight areas at GITEX Global, the super connector event of the year, featuring 4000+ tech and digital companies from 170+ countries throughout 25 exhibition halls.

Co-located with

FUTURE BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT
Global Dev Slam
North Star
Fintech Surge
FUTURE BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT
XVERSE
Marketing Mania

CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR PASS

#FUTUREBLOCKCHAINSUMMIT
CONFERENCE AGENDA
Future Blockchain Summit will unveil the potential of immersive metaverse applications, navigate the future of alternative investment vehicles, and explore real use-cases with pioneering government and industry authorities.

GLOBAL LEADERS EXCHANGE | 10 October
Pioneers from government and industry on blockchain adoption, use-cases, ESG and virtual asset regulations

CRYPTO, DEFI & VIRTUAL ASSET FORUM | 11 October
Reevaluating and navigating the future of alternative investments - Risks and opportunities

METAFAST | 12-13 October
Highlighting opportunities in the world of Metaverse from entertainment, retail and art powered by Web3.0

LOCATION: The Exchange, Zabeel Hall 4

TOP SPEAKERS

GLOBAL LEADERS EXCHANGE
OG Arabian Prince
Legendary Hip-Hop Group, NWA

Aleksandr Borynyak
Deputy Minister of Digital Transformation
Ukraine Government

Saurabh Tripathi
Managing Director & Senior Partner
Boston Consulting Group

CRYPTO, DEFI & VIRTUAL ASSET FORUM
Steven Kalifowitz
Chief Marketing Officer
Crypto.com

Samy Karim
Business & Ecosystem Development, BNB Chain, BINANCE

Ben Armstrong
Founder & Host
Bitboy Crypto

METAFAST
Sasha Tityanko
Deputy CEO, Art Director
Sensorium

Oliver Lange
Head, H&M Beyond
H&M

Ida Kymmer
Strategic Business Development Manager, Journee

ALL SPEAKING FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE REGION
JOIN OUR EXPERTS’ WORKSHOPS
DIVING DEEP INTO THE MOST PRESSING BLOCKCHAIN ISSUES

Opportunities and Challenges in Adopting Web3.0 for FinTech Industries

A discussion on opportunities and challenges in Web3.0 development and how Web3.0 will make an impact on FinTech

- **Web3.0 Background**: Introduction to Web3.0 and the Future of Web3.0
- **Infrastructure layer**: Fundamental blockchain technology and security solutions. Introduction of a modern security solution called zero-knowledge proof
- **Application layer**: Decentralized finance (DeFi) & technology behind it. How the DeFi is compared to centralized finance

**DATE**: 11 October  
**LOCATION**: Fintank Stage, Zabeel Hall 5

---

Dr. Xi Chen  
Associate Professor of Technology, Operations, and Statistics  
NYU Stern School of Business

---

Gauging Operational and Investment Risk in Open Finance, DeFi and Crypto Markets

- **Reassessing Stablecoins**: can algorithmic coins still be trusted?
- **Understanding the foundations and calculating yield vs. risk in staking**
- **The role of Open Finance to enable Crypto trade for conventional banks**

**DATE**: 12 October  
**LOCATION**: Fintank Stage, Zabeel Hall 5

---

Stéphane Reverre  
Co-Founder & CEO of SUN ZU Lab & Lecturer  
IAE Bordeaux University School of Management

---

[CLICK HERE TO REGISTER]
SUPERNOVA CHALLENGE
13 OCTOBER, ZA’ABEEL HALL 6

As an integral part of North Star’s Supernova challenge, blockchain represents one out of twelve competition categories where startups pitch high-octane tech ideas and thrills with USD 200,000 up-for-grabs. Metaverse residents can log on & vote for their favourite startups.

INVESTORS PROGRAMME

Structured Blockchain investors programme connecting VCs, investors and the best new Blockchain projects.

Get connected with the most promising blockchain startups and register as an investor at the Future Blockchain Summit’s Investors Programme, bringing together startups, VC funds, accelerators and angel investors at the Blockchain & Fintech Exclusive Investors Lounge.

futureblockchainsummit.com/investors-programme

Blockchain & Fintech Exclusive Investors Lounge Co-hosted by
50+ GOVERNMENTS, ASSOCIATIONS & OTHER ECOSYSTEM STAKEHOLDERS ARE COMING TOGETHER TO DEBATE ON THE FUTURE OF CRYPTO & VIRTUAL ASSET REGULATION

Academic Partner

Media Partners
**CO-LOCATED EVENTS**

**Ai Everything**

Ai Everything is one of the world’s largest and most influential events dedicated to artificial intelligence. Hosted by the UAE’s Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence, Digital Economy & Remote Work Application, Ai Everything will advance a more nuanced understanding of today’s AI technology and its long-term potential.

**HALLS 1 - 7, ZA’ABEEL HALLS 1 - 3, PAVILION, SHEIKH RASHID HALL, SHEIKH MAKTOM HALL**

**GITEX GLOBAL**

GITEX GLOBAL is one of the world’s most influential meeting places for the technology industry, bringing together thought-leaders, creators, innovators and makers to discuss, debate and challenge new ideology, showcase new products and identify future opportunities.

**HALLS 1 - 7, ZA’ABEEL HALLS 1 - 3, PAVILION, SHEIKH RASHID HALL, SHEIKH MAKTOM HALL**

**Global DevSlam**

Inspired by the UAE’s mission of building the best coder and developer ecosystem in the world, GITEX launches Global DevSlam - a world-leading learning, upskilling and talent acquisition event. The event also welcomes the worldwide python community with the launch of the PyCon MEA edition - featuring a lineup of renowned Python masters coming together for the first time in the region at Global DevSlam.

**DEVSLAM HALL- PLAZA**

**North Star**

Against the backdrop of global macro-economic challenges, North Star will be this year’s pivotal meetup highlighting the decisive global elements that will re-establish growth and help startups get clarity amid new realities. Success stories of marquee unicorns, achieving market-defiant startup growth, Africa’s rising startup culture, venture portfolio management, investor confidence-building, creative economy disruptors, are among the major themes to explore.

**ZA’ABEEL HALLS 4-7**
Marketing Mania brings together the leading innovators and solutions that offer brands a sharper competitive edge. An emphasis on interactive, experiential, convenient and personalized across a power-packed programme of technology showcases, conferences and hands-on trainings.

POLARIS HALL

FUTURE BLOCKCHAIN SUMMIT

With a clear focus on embedded finance, customer experience and benchmarking global fintech strategies, the Middle East and North Africa’s unrivaled meeting place for global fintech leaders will see the financial industry’s biggest tech revolutions presented by 100+ globally leading financial services companies and most disruptive startups.

ZA’ABEEL HALL 4

Fintech SURGE.

For the first time, we delve into the greatest shifts and the most potentially disruptive industry applications of the Metaverse at the newly launched X-VERSE. Progressing from buzzword to powerful business realities, get a first-hand, live environment experience of how diverse industries will look in an increasingly vast and rich virtual ecosystem – from Manufacturing to Education to Healthcare and Future of Work.

X-VERSE HALL, NEXT TO AL MULTAQUA STREET MULTI-STOREY PARKING

X-VERSE

This year’s Future Blockchain Summit is home to the largest gathering of thought leaders, blockchain architects, game-changing startups and powerful investors networking, investing and providing education centered around blockchain, cryptocurrency, NFTs, web 3.0 and the metaverse.

ZA’ABEEL HALL 5

Marketing Mania

Marke-tech مينيا

Marketing Mania brings together the leading innovators and solutions that offer brands a sharper competitive edge. An emphasis on interactive, experiential, convenient and personalized across a power-packed programme of technology showcases, conferences and hands-on trainings.